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Abstract. It is shown that it is undecidable in general whether a ter-
minating graph rewriting system is confluent or not—in contrast to the
situation for term and string rewriting systems. Critical pairs are intro-
duced to hypergraph rewriting, a generalisation of graph rewriting, where
it turns out that the mere existence of common reducts for all critical
pairs of a graph rewriting system does not imply local confluence. A
Critical Pair Lemma for hypergraph rewriting is then established which
guarantees local confluence if each critical pair of a system has joining
derivations that are compatible in that they map certain nodes to the
same nodes in the common reduct.

1 Introduction

To compute efficiently with graph transformation rules requires some way of
cutting down the nondeterminism in the derivation spaces of graphs. A common
solution to this problem in rule-based formalisms is to rely on confluent sets
of rules so that all terminating derivations from an initial state will yield the
same result, making backtracking unnecessary. For example, confluence proper-
ties are important for efficiently recognizing graph classes and executing graph
algorithms by graph reduction [2, 5, 7], for parsing graph languages by using the
inverse rules of graph grammars [16, 31], and for verifying the deterministic be-
haviour of programs in graph rewriting languages such as PROGRES [34], AGG
[15] and GP [29].

In the setting of term rewriting systems, Knuth and Bendix [22] showed that
confluence is decidable for terminating sets of rules. It suffices to compute all
critical pairs t ← s → u of rewrite steps in which s is the superposition of the
left-hand sides of two rules, and to check whether t and u reduce to a common
term. This procedure is justified by the Critical Pair Lemma [20]—stating that
a term rewriting system is locally confluent if and only if all its critical pairs
have common reducts—and by Newman’s Lemma which asserts the equivalence
of confluence and local confluence in the presence of termination.

In contrast to the situation for term and string rewriting, Theorem 5 below
will show that confluence is undecidable for terminating graph rewriting sys-
tems. Roughly, the reason is that the embedding of derivations into context is
more complicated for graphs than for terms and strings, meaning that the exis-
tence of common reducts for all critical pairs need not imply local confluence of
the system.
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The second major result of this paper is a Critical Pair Lemma for hypergraph
rewriting which provides a sufficient condition for local confluence and hence for
confluence of terminating systems (Theorem 7). The result requires each critical
pair T ⇐ S ⇒ U to be joinable by two derivations T ⇒∗ W1 ∼= W2 ⇐∗ U such
that an isomorphism W1 → W2 is compatible with the joining derivations, in
that each node in S that is preserved by both S ⇒ T and S ⇒ U is mapped to
the same node in W2 by S ⇒∗ W2 and S ⇒∗ W1 followed by W1 → W2.

The next section recalls some properties of binary relations and defines la-
belled and directed hypergraphs. Section 3 reviews the double-pushout approach
to graph transformation, adapted to the setting of hypergraphs. Subsections 3.2
and 3.3 provide results about the restriction, extension and independence of
derivations which will be needed to prove the Critical Pair Lemma. Section 4
starts by arguing, in Subsection 4.1, that confluence modulo isomorphism rather
than confluence is the right notion to consider in graph transformation. Subsec-
tion 4.2 then presents a reduction of the Post Correspondence Problem showing
that confluence is undecidable for terminating graph rewriting systems. Subsec-
tion 4.3 introduces critical pairs to hypergraph rewriting and proves the Critical
Pair Lemma. Section 5 concludes by mentioning related work and topics for
future work. Finally, the Appendix summarises some properties of hypergraph
pushouts that are needed in proofs.

The confluence results of this paper were established in [27], but the unde-
cidability of confluence was only shown for hypergraph rewriting; the current
result also covers graph rewriting. In addition, the undecidability proof has been
simplified so that the number of rule schemata in the reduction of the Post Cor-
respondence Problem decreased from 21 to 12. Moreover, this paper is rigorous
with respect to the role of confluence modulo isomorphism.

2 Preliminaries

This section fixes some terminology for binary relations (see also [3, 4]) and
introduces hypergraphs and their morphisms.

2.1 Relations

Let → be a binary relation on a set A. The inverse relation of → is denoted by
←. The identity on A is the relation →0 = {〈a, a〉 | a ∈ A}. The reflexive closure
of → is →= = → ∪ →0. The compositon of two binary relations →1 and →2
on A is →1 ◦ →2 = {〈a, c〉 | a →1 b and b →2 c for some b}. For every n > 0,
the n-fold composition of → is →n = → ◦ →n−1. The transitive closure of → is
→+ = ∪n>0 →n, and the transitive-reflexive closure of → is →∗ = →+ ∪ →0.
Two elements a and b have a common reduct if a →∗ c ←∗ b for some c. If
a →∗ c and there is no d such that c → d, then d is a normal form of a.
Definition 1 (Termination and confluence). The relation → is

(1) terminating if there is no infinite sequence of the form a1 → a2 → a3 → . . . ,
(2) confluent if for all a, b and c with b ←∗ a →∗ c, elements b and c have a

common reduct (see Figure 1(a)),
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Fig. 1. Confluence properties

(3) locally confluent if for all a, b and c with b ← a → c, elements b and c have
a common reduct (see Figure 1(b)),

(4) subcommutative if for all a, b and c with b ← a → c there is some d such
that b →= d ←= c (see Figure 1(c)),

(5) confluent modulo ∼, where ∼ is an equivalence relation on A, if for all a, a′,
b and c with b ←∗ a ∼ a′ →∗ c there are d and d′ such that b →∗ d ∼ d′ ←∗ c
(see Figure 1(d)),

(6) locally confluent modulo ∼ if for all a, b and c with b ← a → c there are d
and d′ such that b →∗ d ∼ d′ ←∗ c (see Figure 1(e)).

By the following well-known result [25], local confluence and confluence are
equivalent in the presence of termination.

Lemma 1 (Newman’s Lemma). A terminating relation is confluent if and
only if it is locally confluent.

2.2 Hypergraphs

This paper deals with directed hypergraphs in which nodes and hyperedges carry
labels and where the label of a hyperedge can restrict both the number of incident
nodes and their possible labels. A signature Σ = 〈ΣV, ΣE〉 is a pair of sets of node
labels and hyperedge labels such that each l ∈ ΣE comes with a set Type(l) ⊆ Σ∗

V.
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(Note the similarity to signatures of many-sorted algebras [17]: sorts correspond
to node labels and operation symbols correspond to hyperedge labels.)

Definition 2 (Hypergraph). A hypergraph over a signature Σ is a system
G = 〈VG, EG, markG, labG, attG〉 consisting of two finite sets VG and EG of
nodes (or vertices) and hyperedges, two labelling functions markG : VG → ΣV
and labG : EG → ΣE, and an attachment function attG : EG → V∗

G such that
mark∗G(attG(e)) ∈ Type(labG(e)) for each hyperedge e.1

Hyperedges are said to be incident to their attachment nodes. In pictures,
nodes and hyperedges are drawn as circles and boxes, respectively, with labels
inside. Lines represent the attachment of hyperedges to nodes. If a hyperedge
is attached to more than two nodes, the lines are numbered according to the
left-to-right order in the attachment string. For hyperedges with just two at-
tachment nodes—ordinary edges—, an arrowhead points to the second node; in
this case the box may be omitted and the label written next to the arrow. As an
example, Figure 2 shows a hypergraph borrowed from [17]. Here Type(PUSH),
for instance, contains the string data stack stack.

A hypergraph G is a graph if each hyperedge e is an ordinary edge, that is, if
the attachment sequence attG(e) has length two.

data stack bool

E

F

TOP

PUSH
1

2

3

Λ

POP

EMPTY?

TRUE

FALSE

Fig. 2. A hypergraph

Definition 3 (Hypergraph morphism). Given two hypergraphs G and H
over Σ, a hypergraph morphism f : G → H consists of two functions fV : VG →
VH and fE : EG → EH that preserve labels and attachment to nodes, that is,
markH ◦ fV = markG, labH ◦ fE = labG and attH ◦ fE = f∗

V ◦ attG.

A hypergraph morphism incl : G → H is an inclusion if inclV(v) = v and
inclE(e) = e for all v ∈ VG and e ∈ EG. In this case G is a subhypergraph
of H which is denoted by G ⊆ H . Every hypergraph morphism f : G → H

1 The extension f∗ : A∗ → B∗ of a function f : A → B maps the empty string to itself
and a1 . . . an to f(a1) . . . f(an).
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induces a subhypergraph of H , denoted by f(G), which has nodes fV(VG) and
hyperedges fE(EG). The composition of f : G → H with a morphism g : H → M
is the hypergraph morphism g ◦f : G → M consisting of the composed functions
gV ◦ fV and gE ◦ fE. The composition is also written as G → H → M if f and g
are clear from the context.

The morphism f is injective (surjective) if fV and fE are injective (surjective).
Injectivity of f may be indicated by writing f : G ↪→ H . If f is both injective
and surjective, then it is an isomorphism. In this case G and H are isomorphic,
which is denoted by G ∼= H .

3 Graph Transformation

This section reviews the double-pushout approach to graph transformation, where
the approach presented in the overviews [9, 6] is generalized in three ways: hy-
pergraphs rather than graphs are considered and rules are matched injectively
and can have non-injective right-hand morphisms. Both injective matching and
non-injective right-hand morphisms add expressiveness to the double-pushout
approach [18].

3.1 Rules and Derivations

From now on an arbitrary but fixed signature is assumed over which all hyper-
graphs are labelled, unless signatures are explicitly mentioned.

Definition 4 (Rule). A rule r : 〈L ←↩ K →b R〉 consists of three hypergraphs
and two hypergraph morphisms, where K ↪→ L is an inclusion. The hypergraphs
L and R are the left- and right-hand side of r, and K is the interface. The rule
r is injective if b : K → R is injective.

Figure 3 shows a rule which removes two hyperedges and a node, merges two
nodes, and creates a hyperedge. The letters x,y,z are node names; they are used
to represent the hypergraph morphisms between the interface and the left- and
right-hand side. The name x=y indicates that the right-hand morphism identifies
node x with node y. The lower half of Figure 3 shows the same rule in a shorthand
notation. In this format, only the left- and right-hand sides are depicted while
the interface is implicitly given by all the named nodes of the left-hand side.

Definition 5 (Direct derivation). Let G and H be hypergraphs, r : 〈L ←↩
K →b R〉 a rule and f : L ↪→ G an injective hypergraph morphism. Then G
directly derives H by r and f , denoted by G ⇒r,f H , if there exist two pushouts2

of the following form:

2 See the Appendix for the definition and construction of hypergraph pushouts.
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z

⇒
x=y z

c

Fig. 3. A rule and its shorthand notation

L K R

G D H

f

b

(1)

Intuitively, the left pushout corresponds to the replacement of L with K
(equivalently, to the removal of L up to K) and the right to the replacement of
K with R. As an example, Figure 4 shows an application of the rule of Figure 3.

a

b

c

d

e ⇒ c

d

e

c

Fig. 4. An application of the rule of Figure 3

A double-pushout as in diagram (1) is called a direct derivation from G to H
and may be denoted (by abuse of notation) by G ⇒r,f H or just by G ⇒r H
or G ⇒ H . A derivation from G to H is a sequence of direct derivations G =
G0 ⇒ . . . ⇒ Gn = H for some n ≥ 0 and may be denoted by G ⇒∗ H .

Definition 6 (Dangling condition). Given a rule r : 〈L ←↩ K → R〉 and a
hypergraph G, a hypergraph morphism f : L → G satisfies the dangling condition
if no hyperedge in EG − fE(EL) is incident to a node in fV(VL) − fV(VK).

In other words, the dangling condition guarantees that each attachment node
of a hyperedge in EG − fE(EL) belongs to either VG − fV(VL) or fV(VK).
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With this condition the existence of a direct derivation can be characterized
operationally.

Theorem 1 (Constructing a direct derivation [28]). Let G and H be hy-
pergraphs, r : 〈L ←↩ K →b R〉 a rule and f : L ↪→ G an injective hypergraph
morphism. Then G ⇒r,f H if and only if f satisfies the dangling condition and
H is isomorphic to the hypergraph M constructed as follows:

– VM = (VG − fV(VL)) + VR and EM = (EG − fE(EL)) + ER,3

– markM (v) = if v ∈ VR then markR(v) else markG(v),
– labM (e) = if e ∈ ER then labR(e) else labG(e), and
– attM (e) = if e ∈ ER then attR(e) else t∗(attG(e)),

where the auxiliary function t : (VG − fV(VL)) ∪ fV(VK) → VM is defined by
t(v) = if v = fV(v′) for some v′ ∈ VK then bV(v′) else v.

With every derivation ∆ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn a partial hypergraph morphism4 can be
associated that “follows” the items of G0 through the derivation: this morphism
is undefined for all items in G0 that are removed by ∆, and maps all other items
to the corresponding items in Gn.

Definition 7 (Track morphism). Given a direct derivation G ⇒ H as in
diagram (1), the track morphism trG⇒H : G → H is the partial hypergraph
morphism defined by

trG⇒H(x) =
{

c′(c−1(x)) if x ∈ c(D),
undefined otherwise.

Here c : D ↪→ G and c′ : D → H are the morphisms in the lower row of (1) and
c−1 : c(D) ↪→ D maps each item c(x) to x.

The track morphism of a derivation ∆ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn is defined by tr∆ = idG0

if n = 0 and tr∆ = trG1⇒∗Gn ◦ trG0⇒G1 otherwise, where idG0 is the identity
morphism on G0.

Definition 8 (Hypergraph rewriting system). A hypergraph rewriting sys-
tem 〈Σ, R〉 consists of a signature Σ and a set R of rules over Σ. Such a system is
finite if ΣV, ΣE and R are finite, and it is injective if all rules in R are injective.

The system 〈Σ, R〉 is denoted by R if Σ is irrelevant or clear from the context.
Given hypergraphs G and H over Σ such that there is a direct derivation G ⇒r

H with r ∈ R, this is written G ⇒R H . The system 〈Σ, R〉 is a graph rewriting
system if for each label l in ΣE, Type(l) contains only strings of length two.

Example 1. Figure 5 shows a hypergraph rewriting system defining a class of
control-flow graphs. A hypergraph belongs to the class if and only if the rules can
3 “+” denotes the disjoint union of sets.
4 A partial hypergraph morphism f : G → H is a hypergraph morphism from a subhy-

pergraph of G to H .
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seq:

x

y

⇒
y

x

dec1:

y

x

⇒
y

x

while: y

x

⇒
y

x

dec2: y

z

x

⇒
y z

x

ddec:

x

y z

⇒
y z

x

Fig. 5. Hypergraph rewriting system for flow-graph reduction

reduce it to the smallest flow graph, which is the hypergraph on the right-hand
side of the rule seq. The underlying signature contains a single node label and
two hyperedge labels which are graphically represented by hyperedges formed
as squares and rhombs, where the order among the links of a rhomb is “top-
left-right”. The flow graphs defined in this way correspond to a subset of the
so-called semi-structured flow graphs of Farrow, Kennedy and Zucconi [16]. This
example will be continued as Example 3 where it is shown that the rewriting
system is confluent. �
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Since rules are matched injectively, one sometimes wants to include in a hy-
pergraph rewriting system some or all of the homomorphic images of a rule.

Definition 9 (Quotient rule). A rule r′ : 〈L′ ←↩ K ′ → R′〉 is a quotient of a
rule r : 〈L ←↩ K → R〉 if there are two pushouts of the form

L K R

L′ K ′ R′

(2)

where the vertical hypergraph morphisms are surjective.

For example, Figure 6 shows a rule and its only proper quotient. A rule has—
up to isomorphism—only finitely many quotients and hence the double-pushout
approach with unrestricted matching morphisms can be simulated in the present
setting by replacing each rule with its quotients. However, injective matching
allows to select a subset of the quotients and this feature provides additional
expressiveness [18].

x y

⇒
x y x = y

⇒
x = y

Fig. 6. A rule and its quotient

3.2 Clipping and Embedding

For proving confluence of graph transformation via critical pairs in Section 4,
it will be necessary both to restrict derivations by clipping off context and to
extend derivations with context. The technical machinery for these operations
is presented next.

Definition 10 (Instance of a derivation). Let the derivation ∆ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn

be given by the pushouts (1),(1′),. . . ,(n),(n′) of Figure 7 and suppose there are
pushouts (1),(1′),. . . ,(n),(n′) whose vertical morphisms are injective. Then the
derivation ∆′ : G′

0 ⇒∗ G′
n consisting of the composed pushouts (1)+(1),. . . ,(n′)+

(n′)5 is an instance of ∆ based on the morphism G0 ↪→ G′
0. If moreover G0 ↪→ G′

0
is an isomorphism, then ∆ and ∆′ are isomorphic derivations.6

The Clipping Theorem below will show that given a derivation ∆′ : G′
0 ⇒∗

G′
n and an injective morphism G0 ↪→ G′

0, ∆′ can be restricted to a derivation
∆ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn if all items in G′

0 that at some stage are used by a rule application
in ∆′, belong to the image of G0 in G′

0.
In what follows, given a direct derivation G ⇒ H as in diagram (1), the

subhypergraph f(L) of G is denoted by Match(G ⇒ H).
5 See Lemma 14 in the Appendix for the composition of pushouts.
6 In this case all the morphisms Gi ↪→ G′

i and Di ↪→ D′
i are isomorphisms.
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L1 K1 R1 L2 K2 R2 Ln Kn Rn

G0 D1 G1 D2 G2 DnGn−1 Gn

G′
0 D′

1 G′
1 D′

2 G′
2 G′

n−1 D′
n G′

n

(1) (1′) (2) (2′) . . . (n) (n′)

(1) (1′) (2) (2′) . . . (n) (n′)

Fig. 7. Derivations ∆ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn and ∆′ : G′
0 ⇒∗ G′

n

Definition 11 (Use∆). Given a derivation ∆ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn, the subhypergraph
Use∆ of G0 consists of all items x such that there is some i ≥ 0 with trG0⇒∗Gi(x)
∈ Match(Gi ⇒ Gi+1).

Thus, Use∆ contains those items of G0 that at some point will occur in the
image of the left-hand side of a rule. It is easily seen that these items constitute
a subhypergraph of G0. The following theorem was first proved in [23], in the
setting of injective graph rewriting systems with unrestricted matching.

Theorem 2 (Clipping [28]). Given a derivation ∆′ : G′ ⇒∗ H ′ and an injec-
tive hypergraph morphism h : G ↪→ G′ such that Use∆′ ⊆ h(G), there exists a
derivation ∆ : G ⇒∗ H such that ∆′ is an instance of ∆ based on h.

Next an embedding operation for derivations is considered which is inverse
to the clipping operation. The associated theorem will refer to the “persistent”
part of the start hypergraph of a derivation.

Definition 12 (Persist∆). Given a derivation ∆ : G ⇒∗ H , Persist∆ is the
subhypergraph of G consisting of all items x such that trG⇒∗H(x) is defined.

In other words, Persist∆ is the domain of definition of trG⇒∗H . The Embed-
ding Theorem given next allows to extend a derivation with context provided
that context edges are not attached to non-persistent nodes. The result was
originally established in [8, 23], for injective graph rewriting systems with unre-
stricted matching.

Theorem 3 (Embedding [28]). Let ∆ : G ⇒∗ H be a derivation, h : G ↪→ G′

an injective hypergraph morphism and Boundary be the discrete subhypergraph of
G consisting of all nodes x such that h(x) is incident to a hyperedge in G′−h(G).
If Boundary ⊆ Persist∆, then there exists a derivation ∆′ : G′ ⇒∗ H ′ such that
∆′ is an instance of ∆ based on h. Moreover, there exists a pushout

Boundary H

Context H ′

t

h′
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where Context is the subhypergraph (G′ − h(G)) ∪ h(Boundary) of G′, h′ is the
restriction of h to Boundary and Context, and t is the restriction of trG⇒∗H

to Boundary.

3.3 Independence

Next a basic commutation result is presented showing that independent steps
H1 ⇐r1 G ⇒r2 H2 give rise to steps of the form H1 ⇒r2 H ⇐r1 H2. Roughly
speaking, the given steps are independent if the intersection of the left-hand sides
of r1 and r2 in G consists of common interface items. If one of the rules is not
injective, however, an additional injectivity condition is needed. In the following
let ri denote a rule 〈Li ←↩ Ki → Ri〉, for i = 1, 2.

Definition 13 (Independence). Direct derivations H1 ⇐r1 G ⇒r2 H2 as in
Figure 8 are independent if there are hypergraph morphisms L1 → D2 and
L2 → D1 such that the following holds:

Commutativity: L1 → D2 ↪→ G = L1 ↪→ G and L2 → D1 ↪→ G = L2 ↪→ G.
Injectivity: L1 → D2 → H2 and L2 → D1 → H1 are injective.

R1 K1 L1 L2 K2 R2

H1 D1 GG D2 H2

Fig. 8. Independence

If r1 and r2 are injective, the direct derivations of Figure 8 are independent
if and only if the intersection of the two left-hand sides coincides with the inter-
section of the two interfaces.

Lemma 2 (Independence for injective rules). Let r1 and r2 be injective
rules. Then direct derivations H1 ⇐r1, g1 G ⇒r2, g2 H2 are independent if and
only if g1(L1) ∩ g2(L2) ⊆ g1(K1) ∩ g2(K2).

Lemma 2 does not hold for non-injective rules as the injectivity condition of
Definition 13 may be violated [18]. The following result was first proved in [11],
for graph rewriting systems with unrestricted matching.

Theorem 4 (Commutativity [28]). If H1 ⇐r1 G ⇒r2 H2 are independent
direct derivations, then there exists an H such that H1 ⇒r2 H ⇐r1 H2.

4 Confluence

4.1 Rewriting Modulo Isomorphism

In graph transformation, the structure and labelling of (hyper-)graphs matters
rather than the identities of nodes and edges. Hence isomorphic hypergraphs are
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usually considered as equal. This, however, causes a subtle problem as conflu-
ence is defined via the reflexive-transitive closure ⇒∗ which need not contain
isomorphism. For example, consider the rule

r : a ⇒ b

and two rewrite steps R ⇐r L ⇒r R′, where L is the left-hand side of r. Then R
and R′ are isomorphic but not necessarily equal, so the relation ⇒r is not conflu-
ent in the sense of Definition 1(2). On the other hand, ⇒r becomes confluent—in
fact subcommutative—if it is considered as a relation on isomorphism classes
of hypergraphs. A rigorous treatment of confluence requires either to consider
the transformation of isomorphism classes of hypergraphs or—equivalently—to
replace confluence with confluence modulo isomorphism. In what follows, [G]
denotes the isomorphism class {G′ | G′ ∼= G} of a hypergraph G.

Definition 14 (Rewriting modulo isomorphism). Given a hypergraph re-
writing system 〈Σ, R〉, the relation ⇒R,∼= on isomorphism classes of hypergraphs
over Σ is defined by: [G] ⇒R,∼= [H ] if there are hypergraphs G′ and H ′ such that
G ∼= G′ ⇒R H ′ ∼= H . The relation ⇒R,∼= is referred to as hypergraph rewriting
modulo isomorphism.

By the uniqueness of pushouts up to isomorphism (Lemma 13.3), it is clear
that [G] ⇒R,∼= [H ] if and only if G ⇒R H . But [G] ⇒∗

R,∼= [H ] need not imply
G ⇒∗

R H since G and H may be distinct in the case [G] = [H ].

Definition 15 (Confluence of hypergraph rewriting systems). A hyper-
graph rewriting system 〈Σ, R〉 is confluent (locally confluent, subcommutative)
if the relation ⇒R,∼= is confluent (locally confluent, subcommutative).

A drawback of hypergraph rewriting modulo isomorphism is that one loses
access to nodes and hyperedges. Fortunately, confluence of ⇒R,∼= can be char-
acterized as confluence of ⇒R modulo isomorphism. (See Definition 1 for (local)
confluence modulo isomorphism.)

Lemma 3. Let 〈Σ, R〉 be a hypergraph rewriting system.

(1) The following are equivalent:
– 〈Σ, R〉 is confluent.
– The relation ⇒R is confluent modulo isomorphism.
– For all hypergraphs G, G1 and G2 over Σ, G1 ⇐∗

R G ⇒∗
R G2 implies that

there are hypergraphs H1 and H2 such that G1 ⇒∗
R H1 ∼= H2 ⇐∗

R G2.
(2) 〈Σ, R〉 is locally confluent if and only if ⇒R is locally confluent modulo

isomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 13.3, G ∼= G′ ⇒R H ′ ∼= H implies G ⇒R H . The above
characterizations are easy consequences of this fact. �
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Note that—different from confluence—the relation ⇒R,∼= is terminating if
and only if ⇒R is terminating, as [G] ⇒R,∼= [H ] if and only if G ⇒R H . A
hypergraph rewriting system 〈Σ, R〉 is said to be terminating if the relation
⇒R,∼= (equivalently, ⇒R) is terminating. The following lemma follows directly
from Newman’s Lemma (Lemma 1).

Lemma 4. A terminating hypergraph rewriting system is confluent if and only
if it is locally confluent.

4.2 The Decision Problem

This section presents a reduction of the Post Correspondence Problem showing
that confluence is undecidable for terminating graph rewriting systems. The
precise result is as follows.

Theorem 5. The following problem is undecidable in general:

Instance: A finite, injective and terminating graph rewriting system 〈Σ, R〉 where
ΣV is a singleton.
Question: Is 〈Σ, R〉 confluent?

The rest of this section is used to prove Theorem 5, with a summary of the
proof given at the end of the section. The plan is to encode every instance I of
the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) as a (finite, injective and) terminating
graph rewriting system 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 that is confluent if and only if I does not
have a solution.

Recall that the PCP is the problem to decide, given a nonempty list

I = 〈(α1, β1), . . . , (αn, βn)〉

of pairs of words over some finite alphabet Γ , whether there exists a nonempty
sequence i1, . . . , ik of indices such that αi1 . . . αik

= βi1 . . . βik
. The list I is

an instance of the PCP, and a sequence i1, . . . , ik with the above property is
a solution of this instance. It is well-known that it is undecidable in general
whether an instance of the PCP has a solution, see for example [33].

The following encoding of the PCP represents strings a1 . . . am as graphs
consisting of m consecutive edges labelled with a1, . . . , am, depicted as

a1 a2 . . . am

which includes the case m = 0 where the graph consists of a single node.
Consider now an arbitrary instance I = 〈(α1, β1), . . . , (αn, βn)〉. Let Σ(I)V =

{•} and Σ(I)E = Γ ∪{1, . . . , n}∪{�, A, B} where it is assumed, without loss of
generality, that the three latter sets are pairwise disjoint. The rule set R(I) is
partitioned into subsets R1(I) to R4(I) which are presented by rule schemata
in Figure 9 to Figure 12.

The rule schemata s1 and s2 of R1 enable divergent steps T ⇐s1 S ⇒s2 U
which represent the choice to create a loop labelled with � or to check a possible
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s1 :
x

i ⇒
x

�

i = 1, . . . , n

s2 :
x

i ⇒
b1

. . .
bq

a1 . . .
ap

xB

A
i = 1, . . . , n

where αi = a1 . . . ap and βi = b1 . . . bq

Fig. 9. R1(I)

s3 :
y

z

A

B x

i ⇒
z

b1

. . .
bq

y
a1 . . .

ap

xB

A
i = 1, . . . , n

where αi = a1 . . . ap and βi = b1 . . . bq

s4 :
z

a

y
a

B

A
⇒

z

y

B

A
a ∈ Γ

s5 :
z

b

y
a

B

A
⇒

y �

z
a, b ∈ Γ with a �= b

s6 :
y

a

B

A
⇒

y �
a ∈ Γ

s7 :
z

a B

A
⇒

z �
a ∈ Γ

Fig. 10. R2(I)

solution of I. The rules of R2 check whether a sequence of indices is a solution
of I, R3 detects ill-shaped graphs, and R4 performs “garbage collection” in the
presence of a �-labelled loop.

We proceed by showing that 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is terminating, and that it is con-
fluent if and only if I does not have a solution.

Lemma 5. The system 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is terminating.

Proof. Suppose that R(I) admits an infinite derivation G1 ⇒ G2 ⇒ . . . Since
no application of a rule in R(I) increases the number of edges with label in
{1, . . . , n}, there is some t ≥ 1 such that the number of these edges is the same
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s8 :
y

z x

A

B w

l ⇒
y �

z x w
l ∈ Γ ∪ {�, A,B}

s9 :
y

z x

A

B w

l ⇒
y �

z x w
l ∈ Σ(I)E

including the quotient obtained by merging x and w

s10 :
x

y

z

i

j
⇒

x
�

y

z
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

including the quotient obtained by merging y and z

Fig. 11. R3(I)

s11 :
x

�

y z

l ⇒
x

�

y z
l ∈ Σ(I)E

including all quotients

s12 :
x

�

⇒
x

�

Fig. 12. R4(I)

in all Gi with i ≥ t. It follows that the rule schemata s1 to s3 are not applied in
Gt ⇒ Gt+1 ⇒ . . . But all other rule schemata in R(I) decrease the sum of the
numbers of nodes and edges, hence Gt ⇒ Gt+1 ⇒ . . . cannot be infinite. �

The next four lemmata will show that the instance I has a solution if and
only if 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is not confluent. The “only if”-direction follows from the
observation that every solution of I—represented as a chain of edges—can be
reduced to two non-isomorphic normal forms. Define graphs Join and Success as
follows:

Join:
�

Success:
B

A

Lemma 6. Every graph over Σ(I) containing a �-labelled loop reduces to Join.

Proof. Apply the rules in R4(I) as long as possible. �

Lemma 7. If I has a solution, then 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is not confluent.
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Proof. Let i1, . . . , ik be a solution of I. Then the graph

i1 i2 . . . ik

can be reduced to Join by first applying rule schema s1 and then as long as
possible the rules in R4(I). On the other hand, by first applying rule schema s2
and then as long as possible the rule schemata s3 and s4, the graph will reduce to
Success. Since Join and Success are normal forms, 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is not confluent.

�

To complete the proof of Theorem 5, it remains to be shown that 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉
is confluent if I does not have a solution. The next lemma provides a crucial
argument for this proof.

Lemma 8. If I does not have a solution, then for every graph G over Σ(I),
G ⇒s2 H implies H ⇒∗

R(I) Join.

Proof. Let G ⇒s2 H . Call a subgraph C of H an index chain of length k, k ≥ 1,
if C has the form

i1 i2 . . . ik

with i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where only the rightmost node may be incident to
edges not belonging to C.

Let now C be the longest index chain in G such that the leftmost edge of C
is replaced by the step G ⇒s2 H . Let e1, . . . , ek be the edges of C in left-to-right
order and labC(ej) = ij for j = 1, . . . , k. Then H ⇒k−1

s3 H ′ for some graph H ′

such that the jth step in G ⇒s2 H ⇒k−1
s3 H ′ replaces ej by two sequences of

edges representing the strings αij and βij . Let v be the destination of edge ek

in C. In H ′, v is the source of two edges labelled with A and B which were
created in the kth step. If v is incident to any other edges, then H ′ ⇒R3(I) H ′′

for some H ′′ and hence H ′′ ⇒∗ Join by Lemma 6. Assume that v is incident to
no other edges than the two edges labelled with A and B. The generated strings
αi1 . . . αik

and βi1 . . . βik
are distinct as otherwise i1, . . . , ik would be a solution

of I. Let H ′ ⇒∗ H ′′ be a derivation in which the rule schemata s4, s5, s6 and
s7 are applied as long as possible. This derivation must include an application
of s5, s6 or s7 because otherwise αi1 . . . αik

= βi1 . . . βik
. Thus H ′′ contains a

�-edge and, by Lemma 6, reduces to Join. �

By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, showing that 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is confluent if I has
no solution amounts to proving that ⇒R(I) is locally confluent modulo isomor-
phism. It will turn out that in every situation H1 ⇐R(I) G ⇒R(I) H2 where H1
and H2 are not isomorphic, either the steps are independent and hence can be
commuted or H1 and H2 reduce to the graph Join.

Lemma 9. If I does not have a solution, then R(I) is confluent.
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Proof. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, it suffices to show that ⇒R(I) is locally
confluent modulo isomorphism since R(I) is terminating. Consider two direct
derivations H1 ⇐r1,g1 G ⇒r2,g2 H2 by rules ri : 〈Li ←↩ Ki → Ri〉 ∈ R(I),
for i = 1, 2, such that H1 �∼= H2. Moreover, assume that the two steps are
not independent as otherwise they can be commuted by Theorem 4. By the
injectivity of r1 and r2 and Lemma 2,

g1(L1) ∩ g2(L2) �⊆ g1(K1) ∩ g2(K2). (3)

There are four cases.

Case 1: r1, r2 ∈ R3(I) ∪ R4(I). Then both H1 and H2 contain a �-loop and
hence, by Lemma 6, reduce to the graph Join.

Case 2: r1 ∈ R1(I) ∪ R2(I), r2 ∈ R3(I) ∪ R4(I). Then H2 reduces to Join.
If r1 is an instance of rule schema s1, s5, s6 or s7, then H1 contains a �-loop
and reduces to Join, too. Let therefore r1 be an instance of rule schema s2, s3
or s4. By (3) and the dangling condition (Definition 6), four subcases remain. In
each of these cases there will be a step H1 ⇒R3(I) H ′

1 and hence a derivation
H1 ⇒R3(I) H ′

1 ⇒∗
R4(I) Join.

Case 2.1: r1 is an instance of s2 and r2 is an instance of s9. Then H1 contains
a node with two outgoing A-edges and two outgoing B-edges, so s8 is applicable
to H1.

Case 2.2: r1 is an instance of s2 and r2 is an instance of s11. Then H1 contains
a �-loop and hence s11 is applicable to H1.

Case 2.3: r1 is an instance of s3 and r2 is an instance of s9. Again H1 contains
a node with two outgoing A-edges and two outgoing B-edges, so s8 is applicable
to H1.

Case 2.4: r1 is an instance of s3 and r2 is an instance of s11. Then H1 contains
a �-loop so that s11 is applicable to H1.

Case 3: r1 ∈ R3(I) ∪ R4(I), r2 ∈ R1(I) ∪ R2(I). This case is symmetric to
Case 2.

Case 4: r1, r2 ∈ R1(I) ∪ R2(I). Then one of the rules, say r1, is an instance
of s1 and r2 is an instance of s2. By Lemma 6 and Lemma 8, both H1 and H2
reduce to Join. �

Proof of Theorem 5. For every instance I of the PCP, the system 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉
is finite and injective and contains only one node label. Moreover, R(I) is ter-
minating by Lemma 5. By Lemma 7 and Lemma 9, 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 is confluent if
and only if I does not have a solution. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5
as the PCP is known to be undecidable [33]. �

4.3 Critical Pairs

The concept of a critical pair was introduced by Knuth and Bendix [22] who
showed that confluence of a terminating term rewriting system can be tested
by checking for each critical pair whether both terms have a common reduct.
This subsection explores to what extent this idea can be adopted for the setting
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of hypergraph rewriting. The motivation is to ensure that arbitrary divergent
steps H1 ⇐r1 G ⇒r2 H2 have a common reduct if this is the case for those steps
where G represents a “critical overlap” of the left-hand sides of r1 and r2. By
Theorem 4 (commutativity), such an overlap is critical only if the two steps are
not independent. This suggests the following definition of a critical pair.

Definition 16 (Critical pair). Let ri : 〈Li ←↩ Ki → Ri〉 be rules, for i = 1, 2.
A pair of direct derivations U1 ⇐r1,g1 S ⇒r2,g2 U2 is a critical pair if

(1) S = g1(L1) ∪ g2(L2) and
(2) the steps are not independent.

Moreover, g1 �= g2 has to hold if r1 = r2.

Two critical pairs U1 ⇐ S ⇒ U2 and U ′
1 ⇐ S′ ⇒ U ′

2 are isomorphic if there
is an isomorphism f : S → S′ such that for i = 1, 2, S′ ⇒ U ′

i is an instance of
S ⇒ Ui based on f . In the sequel, isomorphic critical pairs will be equated so
that condition (1) guarantees that a finite set of rules has only a finite number
of critical pairs.

By Theorem 4, hypergraph rewriting systems without critical pairs enjoy a
strong commutation property which implies subcommutativity and hence con-
fluence. This is fundamentally different from the situation for term rewriting
systems where the absence of critical pairs guarantees only local confluence [20].

Theorem 6. If 〈Σ, R〉 is a hypergraph rewriting system without critical pairs,
then H1 ⇐R G ⇒R H2 implies H1 ∼= H2 or that there is a hypergraph H such
that H1 ⇒R H ⇐R H2.

Proof. Let H1 ⇐r1,g1 G ⇒r2,g2 H2. If the two steps are independent, then by
Theorem 4 there are two steps of the form H1 ⇒r2 H ⇐r1 H2. Assume therefore
that the given steps are not independent. By Theorem 2 (clipping), there are
two restricted steps of the form

U1 ⇐r1 g1(L1) ∪ g2(L2) ⇒r2 U2

such that the given steps are instances of the restricted steps. It is not difficult
to show that the latter steps are not independent either. Hence, as there are no
critical pairs, r1 = r2 and g1 = g2 must hold. It follows H1 ∼= H2 since the result
of a rewrite step is determined uniquely up to isomorphism. �

By the proof of the corollary below it follows that in the absence of critical
pairs, [H1] ⇐R,∼= [G] ⇒R,∼= [H2] with [H1] �= [H2] implies that there is a hyper-
graph H with [H1] ⇒R,∼= [H ] ⇐R,∼= [H2]. In [4] this property is denoted by CR1

(for arbitrary binary relations).

Corollary 1. Hypergraph rewriting systems without critical pairs are subcom-
mutative.
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Proof. Let 〈Σ, R〉 be a hypergraph rewriting system without critical pairs and
consider two steps [H1] ⇐R,∼= [G] ⇒R,∼= [H2]. Then there are hypergraphs G′,
G′′, H ′

1 and H ′
2 such that H1 ∼= H ′

1 ⇐R G′ ∼= G ∼= G′′ ⇒R H ′
2

∼= H2. Hence
H1 ⇐R G ⇒R H2 by Lemma 13.3. Thus, by Theorem 6, [H1] = [H2] or there is
a hypergraph H such that [H1] ⇒R,∼= [H ] ⇐R,∼= [H2]. So, in particular, ⇒R,∼=
is subcommutative. �

It follows that hypergraph rewriting systems without critical pairs are con-
fluent, since subcommutative relations are confluent [20]. The next definition
adapts the notion of a joinable critical pair from the setting of term rewriting
to hypergraph rewriting.

Definition 17 (Joinability). A critical pair U1 ⇐ S ⇒ U2 is joinable if there
exist hypergraphs W1 and W2 such that U1 ⇒∗ W1 ∼= W2 ⇐∗ U2.

It turns out that the joinability of all critical pairs of a hypergraph rewriting
system does not guarantee local confluence. This problem may occur if the track
morphisms of the derivations S ⇒ U1 ⇒∗ W1 and S ⇒ U2 ⇒∗ W2 send some
node in S to nodes in W1 and W2 that are not related by the isomorphism
between W1 and W2.

Example 2. Let 〈Σ, R〉 be a graph rewriting system consisting of the following
two rules:

r1 :
x y

a ⇒
x y

b

r2 :
x y

a ⇒
x y

b

There is only one critical pair, which is clearly joinable:

b ⇐
r1

a
⇒
r2

b

However, 〈Σ, R〉 is not locally confluent:

b
b

⇐
r1

a

b
⇒
r2

b
b

The outer hypergraphs are non-isomorphic normal forms and hence there are no
joining derivations. The problem is that the embedding of the critical pair into
context destroys the isomorphism between the outer hypergraphs. This is possi-
ble because the two steps of the critical pair—although resulting in isomorphic
hypergraphs—have incompatible track morphisms.
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One could try to overcome this problem by adding the rule

r3 : b ⇒ ∅

which reduces the outer hypergraphs of the critical pair to the empty hyper-
graph. Adding r3 does not create new critical pairs, so the only critical pair is
“joinable by derivations with identical track morphisms”. Still, this is not suffi-
cient for local confluence modulo isomorphism: r3 cannot be applied to the outer
hypergraphs of the latter derivation pair because of the dangling condition for
direct derivations. In other words, the joining derivations cannot be embedded
into context as r3 removes the nodes to which the context edge is attached. �

This example suggests that the joining derivations of a critical pair need to
preserve certain nodes and possess track morphisms that are compatible with
the isomorphism between the resulting hypergraphs.

Definition 18 (Strong joinability). Given a critical pair Γ : U1 ⇐ S ⇒ U2,
let PersistΓ = PersistS⇒U1 ∩ PersistS⇒U2 . Then Γ is strongly joinable if there
are derivations U1 ⇒∗ W1, U2 ⇒∗ W2 and an isomorphism f : W1 → W2 such
that for each node v in PersistΓ ,

(1) trS⇒U1⇒∗W1(v) and trS⇒U2⇒∗W2(v) are defined and
(2) fV(trS⇒U1⇒∗W1(v)) = trS⇒U2⇒∗W2(v).

So each node that is preserved by both S ⇒ U1 and S ⇒ U2 has to be
preserved by U1 ⇒∗ W1 and U2 ⇒∗ W2 as well, and its descendants in W1 and
W2 have to be related by the isomorphism f .

Lemma 10 (Critical Pair Lemma). A hypergraph rewriting system is locally
confluent if all its critical pairs are strongly joinable.

Proof. Let 〈Σ, R〉 be a hypergraph rewriting system such that all its critical
pairs are strongly joinable. By Lemma 3 it suffices to show that ⇒R is locally
confluent modulo isomorphism. Consider two steps H1 ⇐r1,g1 G ⇒r2,g2 H2 by
rules ri : 〈Li ←↩ Ki → Ri〉, for i = 1, 2. If the two steps are independent, then
Theorem 4 guarantees that there are two steps of the form H1 ⇒r2 H ⇐r1 H2.
Assume therefore that the given steps are not independent. Assume further that
r1 �= r2 or g1 �= g2 as otherwise H1 ∼= H2. Let now S = g1(L1) ∪ g2(L2). Then,
for i = 1, 2, UseG⇒Hi ⊆ S and hence, by Theorem 2 (clipping), there are direct
derivations U1 ⇐r1,g′

1
S ⇒r2,g′

2
U2 such that for i = 1, 2, G ⇒ Hi is an instance

of S ⇒ Ui based on the inclusion S ↪→ G. It is not difficult to check that since the
steps H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 are not independent, U1 ⇐ S ⇒ U2 are not independent
either and hence constitute a critical pair Γ . Thus, by assumption, there are
derivations U1 ⇒∗ W1, U2 ⇒∗ W2 and an isomorphism f : W1 → W2 such that
for each node v in PersistΓ , fV(trS⇒U1⇒∗W1(v)) and trS⇒U2⇒∗W2(v) are defined
and equal.
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Let Boundary be the subhypergraph of S consisting of all nodes that are
incident to a hyperedge in G−S. Then Boundary ⊆ PersistG⇒H1 ∩PersistG⇒H2

since G ⇒ H1 and G ⇒ H2 satisfy the dangling condition. Hence

Boundary ⊆ (PersistG⇒H1 ∩ PersistG⇒H2) ∩ S = PersistΓ .

Thus trS⇒U1⇒∗W1 and trS⇒U2⇒∗W2 are defined for all nodes in Boundary . So
Boundary ⊆ PersistS⇒Ui⇒∗Wi for i = 1, 2 and hence, by Theorem 3 (embed-
ding), there are derivations G ⇒r1,g′′

1
H ′

1 ⇒∗ M1 and G ⇒r2,g′′
2

H ′
2 ⇒∗ M2 that

are instances of S ⇒r1,g′
1

U1 ⇒∗ W1 and S ⇒r2,g′
2

U2 ⇒∗ W2, respectively. Since
both instances are based on the inclusion S ↪→ G, g′′i is the extension of g′i to
G and hence g′′i = gi, for i = 1, 2. It follows H ′

1
∼= H1 and H ′

2
∼= H2; thus for

i = 1, 2, Hi ⇒∗ Mi or Hi
∼= Mi. So it remains to show M1 ∼= M2 for ⇒R to

be locally confluent modulo isomorphism. By Theorem 3, for i = 1, 2 there is a
pushout

Boundary Wi

Context Mi

Pi

ti

where Context = (G − S) ∪ Boundary , Boundary ↪→ Context is the inclusion
of Boundary in Context , and ti is the restriction of trS⇒Ui⇒∗Wi to Boundary .
By assumption, f ◦ t1 = t2. So Boundary ↪→ Context → M2 = Boundary →t2

W2 ↪→ M2 = Boundary →t1 W1 →f W2 ↪→ M2. Hence there is a unique
morphism M1 → M2 such that the diagram in Figure 13 commutes, where the

Boundary W2

Context M2

t2

W1t1 f

M1

P1 (∗)

Fig. 13. Decomposing pushout P2

outer diagram is the pushout P2. So (∗) is a pushout by Lemma 14.2. Since f is
an isomorphism, Lemma 13.2 guarantees that M1 → M2 is an isomorphism as
well. This concludes the proof of Lemma 10. �

Combining the Critical Pair Lemma with Newman’s Lemma (Lemma 1) yields
a sufficient condition for the confluence of terminating hypergraph rewriting
systems.
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Theorem 7. A terminating hypergraph rewriting system is confluent if all its
critical pairs are strongly joinable.

Example 3. This example continues Example 1 by applying Theorem 7 to the
hypergraph rewriting system of Figure 5. That system is terminating since each
of the rules reduces the size of a hypergraph it is applied to. Figure 14 shows
that all critical pairs of the system are strongly joinable (where track morphisms
are indicated by node names). Note that for each critical pair Γ : U1 ⇐ S ⇒ U2,
PersistΓ is a proper subset of VS . For instance, the persistent nodes of the
topmost pair are w and z; hence the isomorphism between the outer hypergraphs
of this pair is compatible with the track morphisms in the way required by
Definition 18.

Thus, by Theorem 7, the hypergraph rewriting system of Example 1 is con-
fluent. As a consequence, membership in the class of flow graphs defined by the
system can be checked by a backtracking-free reduction algorithm: an input hy-
pergraph G is reduced to its unique normal form N(G) by applying the rules
in any order; G is a flow graph if and only if N(G) is the flow graph on the
right-hand side of rule seq. �

The converse of Theorem 7 does not hold because if all critical pairs of ter-
minating and confluent systems were strongly joinable, confluence of terminat-
ing systems could be checked by testing critical pairs for strong joinability—
contradicting Theorem 5. The next example gives two terminating and confluent
systems having critical pairs that are not strongly joinable.

Example 4. Let the graph rewriting system 〈Σ, R〉 consist of singletons ΣV and
ΣE , and the following rules:

r1 :
x y

⇒
x y

r2 :
x y

⇒
x y

This system is terminating because every rule application decreases the number
of edges by one. To see that it is confluent, consider two derivations H1 ⇐∗

R
G ⇒∗

R H2. Then G, H1 and H2 have the same number of nodes. Hence H1 ⇒∗
R

H ′
1

∼= H ′
2 ⇐∗

R H2, where H ′
1 and H ′

2 consist of |VG| nodes and either no edges
(if G is loop-free) or one loop and no other edges. So the system is confluent.
But the following critical pair7 is not strongly joinable:

x y ⇐
r1

x y ⇒
r1

x y

7 The track morphisms are indicated by node names.
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w

y

z

⇐
seq

w

x

y

z

⇒
seq

w

x

z

w

y

z

⇐
while

⇒
seq

x y

w

z

⇒
dec2

⇐
w
hi
le

x z

w

z

w

x

v

y z

⇐
ddec

x

w

y z

v

⇒
ddec

w

v

y z

w y

z

v

⇐
ddec

⇒
dec2

x

v

w y

z

⇒
dec2

⇐
dd

ec

x

v

w z

w z

v

Fig. 14. The critical pairs of the rules of Figure 5
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This is because the outer graphs are normal forms and the isomorphism between
them is not compatible with the track morphisms of the rewrite steps.

A similar situation can arise in the system 〈Σ(I), R(I)〉 of the previous sub-
section which encodes the Post Correspondence Problem. That system is con-
fluent if the instance I of the PCP has no solution. The rule schemata s1 and s2
give rise to the critical pair

x

�
⇐
s1 x

i ⇒
s2

b1
. . .

bq

a1 . . .
ap

xB

A

which is joinable if I has no solution, as then the graph on the right reduces to
the graph on the left (see Lemma 9). However, this critical pair is not strongly
joinable because the derivation from the right graph to the left graph deletes the
node x which is preserved by both steps of the critical pair. �

5 Related Work and Conclusion

This section mentions some related work and a couple of topics for future work.
The proof idea for showing that confluence of terminating systems is undecid-

able (Theorem 5) was inspired by Kapur’s, Narendran’s and Otto’s proof that
ground-confluence is undecidable for terminating term rewriting systems [21].

The phenomenon that the joinability of all critical pairs need not imply local
confluence of the rewrite relation refutes the critical pair lemma in [30]. In [26]
the problem is avoided by imposing the strong restriction that distinct nodes in
a graph must not have the same label.

The critical pair lemma of [27] was adopted to the so-called single-pushout
approach to graph transformation in [24]. In [19] a critical pair lemma for a cer-
tain kind of attributed graph transformation (in the double-pushout approach)
was presented. An abstract critical pair lemma in the setting of so-called adhe-
sive high-level replacement systems was given in [10] and specialised in [14] to a
form of attributed graph transformation (different from the aforementioned).

Future research should establish sufficient conditions under which all critical
pairs of a confluent (hyper-)graph rewriting system are strongly joinable. For
a finite and terminating system satisfying such a condition, confluence can be
decided by checking all critical pairs for strong joinability.

Another application of the Critical Pair Lemma could be the completion of
non-confluent systems, in analogy to the well-known completion procedure for
term rewriting systems invented by Knuth and Bendix [22]. Such a procedure
would add rules to a (hyper-)graph rewriting system until all critical pairs are
strongly joinable. The procedure should preserve both the equivalence generated
by the rewrite relation and termination.

Dedication. This paper is dedicated to Jan Willem Klop on the occasion of
his 60th birthday. Since 1997, I have been a regular visitor of Jan Willem at
CWI, the University of Nijmegen, and the Free University of Amsterdam. I am
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grateful for Jan Willem’s hospitality and collaboration during all this time. The
present paper is not directly concerned with our common topic of interest—term
graph rewriting—but confluence of various forms of rewriting plays a prominent
role in Jan Willem’s scientific work.

Appendix: Pushouts

This appendix presents the definition and construction of hypergraph pushouts
and summarises some facts that are used in the proofs of Section 4.

Definition 19 (Pushout). Given two hypergraph morphisms A → B and A →
C, a hypergraph D together with two hypergraph morphisms B → D and C → D
is a pushout of A → B and A → C if the following conditions are satisfied:

Commutativity: A → B → D = A → C → D.
Universal property: For all hypergraphs D′ and hypergraph morphisms B →

D′ and C → D′ such that A → B → D′ = A → C → D′, there is a unique
morphism D → D′ such that B → D → D′ = B → D′ and C → D → D′ =
C → D′. (See the right part of Figure 15.)

In this case the diagram on the left of Figure 15 is also called a pushout.

A B

C D

A B

C D

D′

Fig. 15. A pushout diagram (on the left)

Intuitively, hypergraph D is obtained by gluing together B and C in a common
part A. In particular, if A → C is injective, then D can be constructed from
C by replacing the image of A with B. The following pushout construction
assumes that one of the given morphisms is injective, which is the case for the
two pushouts of a direct derivation as defined in Definition 5.

Lemma 11 (Pushout construction). Let b : A → B and c : A ↪→ C be hyper-
graph morphisms such that c is injective. Then a pushout

A B

C D

b

c f

g

can be constructed as follows:
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– VD = (VC − cV(VA)) + VB and ED = (EC − cE(EA)) + EB;
markD(v) = if v ∈ VB then markB(v) else markC(v);
labD(e) = if e ∈ EB then labB(e) else labC(e);
attD(e) = if e ∈ EB then attB(e) else g∗V(attC(e)), where gV : VC → VD is
defined below.

– f(x) = x, separately for nodes and hyperedges.
– g(x) = if x = c(x′) for some x′ in A then b(x′) else x, separately for nodes

and hyperedges.

Proof. Analogous to the corresponding proof for graphs, see [9]. �

Definition 20 (Pushout complement). Given two hypergraph morphisms
A → B and B → D, a hypergraph C together with two morphisms A → C and
C → D is a pushout complement of A → B and B → D if diagram (1) in Figure
16 is a pushout.

The following lemma gives a sufficient and necessary condition for the exis-
tence of the pushout complement in case B → D is injective (see [13] for the
general case), viz. the dangling condition of Definition 6. A condition for the
uniqueness of pushout complements is given in Lemma 13.4.

Lemma 12 (Pushout complement construction). Let b : A → B and f :
B ↪→ D be hypergraph morphisms such that f is injective. Then b and f possess
a pushout complement if and only if no hyperedge in ED−fE(EB) is incident to a
node in fV(VB)− fV(bV(VA)). In this case a pushout complement A → C ↪→ D
can be constructed as follows:

– C is the subhypergraph of D with nodes (VD − fV(VB)) ∪ fV(bV(VA)) and
edges (ED − fE(EB)) ∪ fE(bE(EA)).

– C ↪→ D is the inclusion of C in D.
– A → C is the restriction of A → B ↪→ D to C.

Proof. Analogous to the corresponding proof for relational structures in [13]. �

A B

C D

(1)

A B

C D

D′

(1)

(2)

(3)

A B

C D

C′

(1)

(5)

(4)

Fig. 16. Uniqueness of pushouts and pushout complements

Lemma 13 (Pushout properties). Let diagram (1) in Figure 16 be a hyper-
graph pushout. Then the following holds:
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1. Joint surjectivity. Each item in D has a preimage in B or C.
2. Injectivity and surjectivity. If A → B is injective (surjective), then C → D

is injective (surjective) as well.
3. Uniqueness of pushouts. A hypergraph D′ together with morphisms B → D′

and C → D′ is a pushout of A → B and A → C if and only if there is
an isomorphism D → D′ such that the triangles (2) and (3) in Figure 16
commute.

4. Uniqueness of pushout complements. If C′ together with A → C′ and C′ →
D is a pushout complement of A → B and B → D, and A → B is injective,
then there is an isomorphism C → C′ such that the triangles (4) and (5) in
Figure 16 commute.

Proof. The first and the fourth property are shown (for graphs) in [12] and [32],
respectively. The second property holds for set pushouts [1] and hence also for
hypergraph pushouts. The third property holds in every category [1]. �

Lemma 14 (Composition and decomposition of pushouts). Let the dia-
grams in Figure 17 consist of hypergraph morphisms. Then the following holds:

1. If (1) and (2) are pushouts, then (1)+(2) is a pushout.
2. If (1)+(2) and (1) are pushouts and (2) commutes, then (2) is a pushout.
3. If (1)+(2) and (2) are pushouts, (1) commutes and B → E is injective, then

(1) is a pushout.

Proof. The first two properties hold in every category, the third is proved (for
graphs) in [12]. �

A B

C D

E

F

(1) (2)

A B

C D

E

F

(1)+(2)

Fig. 17. Pushout composition and decomposition
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